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Legal notes:

Illustrations, descriptions and colors shown are intended as a general guide only. Sizes and dimensions quoted 
are approximate and may vary. Beretta is constantly improving its products and, as a result, all specifi cations are 
subject to change without notice.

AP®hd and Max4® are registered trademarks of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, Ltd.
CoolMax® is a registered trademark of INVISTA used under licence by ADVANSA.
CORDURA® and Supplex® are registered trademarks of INVISTA for durable fabrics. © INVISTA 2009.
GORE-TEX®, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™, GORE® and designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & 
Associates.
Duca Visconti di Modrone® is a registered trademark of Velvis S.p.A.
MAJO-TECH® and Corwool® are registered trademarks of Tessitura Carlo Maiocchi & C. S.p.A.
Polartec® is a registered trademark of Polartec, LLC.
Thermore® is a registered trademark of Thermore S.p.A.
Tefl on® Fabric Protector is a registered trademark of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affi liates.
WINDSTOPPER®, GORE® and designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates.
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BERETTA, COMFORTABLE IN NATURE

Cocooned, protected, free to move at ease, warm but never hot, cool but never cold. Caressed by the wind that never penetrates to the 
bone, dry even under a pouring rain. 
Beretta provides the hunter with practical and stylish garments and accessories. Individual items designed specifi cally for whatever you are 
hunting.
Garments that embody cutting-edge technology and are designed with the unique needs of the hunter very much in mind. Accessories that 
let you transport your gear and still have everything for the day’s hunt right at your fi ngertips.
Products developed with a simple goal in mind, to allow you to be part of nature, season after season, in all weather and always in the utmost 
comfort.
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U P L A N D

The Upland segment of the Beretta collection is dedicated to wing shooting. These hunters can be found 

plodding through tall wet grass, through woods and brambles, and where weather conditions vary greatly as 

the seasons change, from shining sun, to rain, wind and bitter cold.

Beretta meets the needs of all these situations. The collection offers a wide range of versatile garments – 

lightweight, outerwear made of resilient, high-performance fabrics, the fi t specially designed to ensure ease-

of-movement and maximum comfort all the time.

The Upland collection refl ects the true nature of the Beretta DNA; the perfect balance between innovation 

and tradition where GoreTM laminates are combined with wool and cotton. Here style goes hand-in-hand 

with performance when great hunt wear classics are renewed and enhanced with linings and high-tech fi bers. 
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On the left:

Seven X Jacket
GU7X 3654 715 Sizes S - XXXL
Seven X Pant 
CU03 3654 715 Sizes 46 - 62
Padded Nylon Cap 
BC23 3015 706 One Size

On the right: 

Seven X Jacket
GU7X 3654 715 Sizes S - XXXL
Classic Half Zip
Lambswool sweater
PU95 7363 700 Sizes S - XXXL
Waxed  Cotton Cap
BC32 2533 801 One Size

SEVEN X - 7 WAYS TO KEEP YOU COMFORTABLE

Lightweight - Durable - Silent - Waterproof - Breathable - Comfortable - Beretta Style.
These are the characteristics of Seven X, a unique blend of technology and innovation that meets the demands of any 
hunting environment. 

The SevenX fabric, a Cordura® cotton blend has been exclusively developed between Beretta and leading textile 
companies. It combines the extreme resistance of Cordura® with the softness and silence of pure combed cotton. 
The fabric is made breathable by an innovative nano-tech treatment and waterproof by using the Beretta 
CARBONfl uo waterproofi ng fi nish. The surface undergoes a light abrasive treatment to make the fabric softer. On the 
inside the garments are lined with Gore-Tex®, and have a CoolMax® Active lining making them perfectly waterproof 
and comfortable thanks to even temperature distribution. Designed to work in any hunting situation, the Seven X 
jacket and pants outfi t sets new standards in comfort and freedom of movement.
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*  The jackets with the BIS logo 
(Beretta Interactive System) are 
made to go with the BIS Vest or 
Under Jacket. Just 400 gr. for so 
much more extra warmth.

The jacket, designed to be worn with the BIS (Beretta Interactive System) vest or jacket liner, is a technical marvel. 
Double recoil pads with Beretta quilting and new elongated shape run down the back for complete protection when 
carrying an open shotgun. Detachable throat latch, ergonomic sleeves, reinforced at the points where the shotgun is 
held, buttoned cuffs with internal waterproof storm-wind cuffs, and hand-warmer pockets lined with microfl eece all 
ensure comfort. The jacket also features front pockets with fl aps and elastic cartridge loops, double radio pocket with 
eyelet for the antenna, as well as a large game bag with double access and waterproof lining. Inside are the detachable 
Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder strap, two security pockets with zippers and a drawstring waist. 
The Seven X pants with elastic waist and preformed knees are comfortable and practical with large side pockets with 
zippers and a back pocket with zipper. At the bottom of the leg is a long zipper and adjustable Velcro cuffs to make 
putting them on and taking them off over boots extremely easy.

On this page:

Seven X Jacket
GU7X 3654 715 Sizes S - XXXL
Knitted Beeny
BC28 7037 700 One Size

Security pocket

Thornproof

Beretta Hands-free 
System

Game bag

Wear-resistant 
reinforcements

Waterproof

Windproof

Breathable

Easy movements

Bis: Beretta 
Interactive System

Remuvable recoil 
reducer pocket

Radio pocket

Cargo pocket

Adjustable 
windproof cuff
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Security pocket

Thornproof

Beretta Hands-free 
System

Game bag

Cargo pocket

Wear-resistant 
reinforcements

Waterproof

Windproof

Breathable

Easy movements

Bis: Beretta 
Interactive System

Adjustable windproof 
cuff

STONE - KEVLAR ARMOR AS LIGHT AS AIR

There is no better example for the Beretta philosophy of blending traditional needs with innovative technology than this jacket and pants. Designed with 
remarkable ingenuity and astonishingly clever technology, the ‘Stone’ outfi t is perfect for hiking through woods or any rough terrain. The thorn-proof properties 
of Cordura® are blended with cotton and Kevlar® fi bers that pound for pound are fi ve times stronger than steel. This unique blend creates an extremely 
protective fabric that is thin, soft, and quiet. 

The jacket is made waterproof and breathable thanks to the CoolMax® Active lining and the Gore-Tex® liner, which is sandwiched between the lining and the 
outer fabric. Finally a layer of Beretta CARBONfl uo waterproofi ng treatment is applied to the outside of the jacket.
Designed to accommodate a BIS (Beretta Interactive System) vest or under-jacket, it’s a truly versatile garment that protects against even extreme weather and 
“Easy Movement” rear gussets to ensure maximum freedom of movement. The jacket has right and left recoil pads with exclusive Beretta quilting, a corduroy 
collar, zipper fl ap, adjustable cuffs with Velcro strips. Napoleon pocket, large front pockets with double points of entry, drawstrings at bottom and rear, and 
waterproof game bag with double entry. Inside are detachable Beretta “Hands-free” straps, and two additional pockets with zippers.

The pants have scratchproof panels in the areas most subject to wear. They are breathable, dry quickly and have  a comfortable fi t thanks to the elastic waistband 
and preformed knees. Side pockets, two cargo pockets with fl aps and a rear pocket with zipper complete the garment.

Stone Jacket
GU9W 3628 706 Sizes S - XXXL
Stone Pant 
CU98 3628 706 Sizes S - XXXL
Corduroy Leather Cap 
Corduroy cap with leather peak 
and back adjustment.
BC19 4502 706 One Size
Green Sling 
Sling with antislip rubber backing 
and leather straps.
SL22 0014 75
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Packable

Removable hood

Radio pocketSecurity pocket Cargo pocket

Waterproof

Windproof

Breathable SilentEasy movements

Bis: Beretta 
Interactive System

Adjustable 
windproof cuff

Waterproof 
zipper

500 E.L.P. – HIGH-TECH COMFORT IN LESS THAN 
18 OZ.

Incredibly light and completely packable, technologically “extreme”, this jacket 
weighs in at less than 18 oz. or just 500 grams. It even folds up into its own 
hood. The new GORE-TEX® Paclite® Shell – a breathable, wind-breaking, 
totally waterproof fabric is custom “sewn” for the hunter. 
An amazing amount of thought has gone into this design, with large front 
pockets, an oblique front pocket for a radio, an adjustable pre-shaped 
detachable hood, a water-proof YKK zipper with large tabs that are easy 
to grip even with gloves, adjustable Velcro cuffs and a drawstring hemline. 
This jacket is easy to put on and allows one to twist and turn at will. Two 
waterproof inner pockets are made using the latest GoreTM technology. The 
same fabric is used in the high-tech pants with elastic waistband for greater 
comfort and six all-purpose, zippered pockets. Both come in green and in 
Camoufl age AP®hd.

RETRIEVER LINE

A line of lightweight, sturdy, water-proof bags and cases, all have shoulder 
straps, padded handles, metal hooks, zipper tabs and exclusive Beretta 
thermo-shield to protect the contents from the rigors of travel and 
transportation. 
There are four different cases to choose from. Two different lengths of 
shotgun cases, a takedown case and a rifl e case, all made with special 
double-density padding with added protection around the barrel. 
The line also includes a choice of two bags that hold between 4 to 8 boxes 
of ammunition, a large trolley and a wide range of cartridge holders and belts. 
The shotgun belts have magnetic fl aps and elastic cartridge loops. There are 
also ten different belts fi tted with simple leather loops for 12 or 20 gauge 
shells or pockets with permanent or detachable pouches.

On the left and on the opposite page: 

500 E.L.P. Jacket
GU7J 3125 716 Sizes S – XXXL
500 E.L.P. Pant
CU4C 3125 716 Sizes S – XXXL
Knitted Beeny
Ribbed knit cap.
BC28 7037 700 One Size
Back-pack
BSA7 0119 706
Beretta Game Mobil-Choke®

E62131 Yellow Improved Cylinder ****
E62129 Black Improved Modifi ed **
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10 Removable hood Security pocket

Thornproof
Beretta Hands-free 
System

Game bag

Cargo pocket

Waterproof

Windproof

Easy movements
Bis: Beretta 
Interactive System

Adjustable 
windproof cuff

True leather

FUR POLAR - FOR THE BITING COLD 

The latest in winter sports fabrics – a technological advance combining polar 
microfl eece with a super-insulating interior reminiscent of fur. Ideal under a 
jacket on bitter cold days, or on cold dry days it is perfect all by itself. This 
fl eece has nonslip Alcantara patches at the shoulders, two safety pockets 
with zippers, elastic cuffs and hemline.

KVJ - CONCENTRATED RESISTANCE

The perfect hunting outfi t for a woman, this Kevlar® garment is scratch and 
moisture resistant. 
Warmth and breathability is guaranteed thanks to the BWB (Beretta 
Waterproof Breathable) coating and the exclusive Beretta CoolMax® lining. 
The removable padded vest makes this garment particularly versatile. 
The jacket has a high fl eece-lined collar with leather details, two large cargo 
pockets with fl aps and fl ap securing strips, polar fl eece lined hand-warmer 
pockets, rear game bag, real leather scratch-resistant patch, preformed 
elbow, adjustable cuffs with inner ribbing and Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder 
strap. The pants are lined with CoolMax® mesh and have polar fl eece lined 
side pockets and a knife pocket, and are preformed for utmost freedom of 
movement.

Left:

Women’s Fur Polar Jacket
PD54 5011 700 Sizes S – XXL
Waxed Cotton Hat
Dry Waxed cotton hat with 
CoolMax® lining.
BC32 2533 801 One Size

Right and on the facing page:

KVJ 3 in 1 Women’s Jacket
GD2D 3676 79 Sizes  S – XXL
KVJ Women’s Hunting Pant
CD2D 3676 79 Sizes S – XXL

Australian Waxed Cotton Hat
Dry Waxed cotton hat with 
leather lining.
BC33 2533 706 Sizes 54 – 59

Security pocket

Breathable

Silent
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12 Security pocket

Cargo pocket

Wear-resistant 
reinforcementsWindproof

Silent

Silent

Easy movements True leather

Removable 
hood

ThornproofWaterproof

Adjustable 
windproof cuff

WOOL & POLAR – LOOKS LIKE KNIT BUT…

The perfect blend of tradition and innovation, the classic look and pleasant 
feel of a wool outer garment melds with microfl eece technology on the 
inside. Thanks to the very fi ne weave of the microfi bres, body heat is not 
dissipated. A “cocoon” of warm air is created around the body ensuring 
the warmth needed to withstand bitter-cold weather. Light, warm, dry and 
breathable, this jacket is ideal for hunting on cold, dry days and is stylish 
enough to be worn before and after hunting. 

DRY WAXED COTTON – “WAX” UPON A TIME…

Years ago wax was spread on jackets to aid in waterproofi ng. Today, thanks 
to Beretta’s Dry Waxed technology, a very resilient, waterproof, breathable 
fabric has been created that completely absorbs the wax. No greasy feel or 
foul odors. Using an innovative treatment process, a single crystal paraffi n 
wax fi nish is applied on dry (80% cotton, 20% nylon) fabric. 
This jacket is particularly lightweight and has a wealth of detail: hooded 
collar with rain peak, easy-breather cape back, temperature regulator pit 
zips for greater breathability, large top-and-side entry pockets with safety 
fl aps, leather reinforcing trim, inner pocket and adjustable cuffs with leather 
trim. There is also a Dry Waxed shotgun case that closes American-style, a 
cartridge bag that can hold six boxes of ammo and a beautiful game bag 
with three pouches and leather belt.

Wool & Polar Jacket
PU1A 5129 763 Sizes S – XXXL
Beretta Field Pant
Multi-pockets cotton pant.
CU01 1816 83 Sizes 46 – 62
Waxed Cotton Hat
BC32 2533 801 One Size
Waxwear Waterproof Triple 
Game Belt
CA07 2061 76

Dry Waxed Cotton Functional Shell
GU6H 2503 76 Sizes S – XXXL
Reel’O Pant
CU98 3681 707 Sizes S – XXXL
Nylon Padded Cap
Primaloft® padded cap, windproof, breathable and waterproof.
BC23 3015 706 One Size

Wear-resistant 
reinforcements Thermal control

Moisture management
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C O A T I N G

Thornproof

Waterproof

Breathable

Adjustable 
windproof cuff

Padded

WARM SHOOTING JACKET – FROM “FIELD” TO “RANGE”

The ‘Warm Shooting Jacket’ is a clever two-in-one garment. Designed to ensure the utmost freedom of movement, 
it meets your needs when out hunting or when on the shooting range. This jacket offers a wealth of solutions, it is 
warm, breathable and waterproof thanks to the BWB (Beretta Waterproof Breathable) lining, taped seams and the 
special BTP (Beretta Thermal Padding) lining. Large front pockets have double compartments (that keep cartridges 
separate) and waterproof fl aps that close internally with Velcro. Right and left Alcantara shooting patches provide a 
clean mounting surface for the hunter or shooter. The back waist regulation can double as a towel loop holder, and 
adjustable cuffs and fl eece collar lining make it a truly multi-purpose jacket.

Warm Shooting Jacket
GT29 3291 706 Sizes S - XXXL
Winter Cotton Pant
Ultra sturdy twill pants of combed 
cotton, particularly suitable for 
outdoor wear. These pants have 
four alcantara-trimmed pockets, a 
knife pocket on the right leg and 
zippers at the bottom.
CU59 1816 75 Sizes S – XXXL
Leather Cap
Leather peak with adjustable back 
and CoolMax® lining.
BC34 0069 815 Sizes 54 – 59
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UPLAND CORDURA - TEAR AND SCRATCH RESISTANCE

With the hunter’s safety always in mind, Beretta offers a line of apparel for woodland areas where thorn bushes and brambles are always a problem. These 
garments are made of Cordura® and have “orange” inserts to ensure high-visibility. 
The jacket has ergonomic sleeves which allow easy movement, non slip patches at the shoulders, 2-way zipper and temperature regulator pit zips for greater 
breathability. It offers a wealth of places to store everything you need to carry, ensuring that the weight is well balanced, front and back. The easy-to-clean, 
expandable “orange” game bag offers multiple entry points, while large multiple entry pockets are on the front. Ammo pockets with high visibility fl aps and 
magnetic closure, license holder, dog’s water bottle and beeper pockets, and utility D-rings can also be found on the jacket.
The fi eld vest has the same construction with game bag and lots of pockets, and a superb fi t thanks to the Beretta “Easy Movement” bi-swing wedge on the 
shoulders. 
The Cordura® vest has adjustable straps and is fi t with large buttoned pockets and “orange”, high-visibility, waterproof game bag.

Security pocketThornproof

Game bag

Cargo pocket
Wear-resistant 
reinforcements

Windproof

Breathable Easy movements

Adjustable 
windproof cuffMagnetic pocketsHigh visibility

Cordura® Strap Vest
GU99 2506 22 Sizes I – II
Sport Hunter Pull
Half-buttoned turtleneck wool-
blend sweater with alcantara 
details on collar and quilted 
shoulder patches.
PU4A 7038 700 Sizes S – XXXL

Cordura® Field Vest 
GU6C 3570 25 Sizes S – XXXL
Light Polar Fleece ½ zip
Half zippered turtleneck of soft, 
warm microfi bre, lightweight, 
breathable and fast drying.
PU2A 5115 702 Sizes S – XXXL

Cordura® Field Jacket 
GU6B 3570 25 Sizes S – XXXL
Sport Classic Button Down Shirt
Light cotton fl annel shirt with 
pocket.
LU77 7694 771 Sizes S – XXXL
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686 Silver Pigeon S cal.12

BERETTA HUNTING FOOTWEAR

Beretta offers eleven different models of high-tech footwear designed especially for hunting. 
This footwear allows you to face the challenges of the outdoors in the comfort demanded of hikers and with the 
self-assuredness accustom to athletes. All models feature highly innovative fabrics such as the Gore-Tex® Duratherm 
Ultimate lining, which is both waterproof and breathable. Their removable nylon insoles with differentiated structure 
provide self-molding support, while comfortable differentiated soles offer rigidity for heel and arch. Each model also 
features natural rubber edge protection and Vibram® sole with shock-absorbing micropore insoles.

From top to bottom and from left to 
right:

Tovel
Nabuk. Sizes 39 – 47 
Val Veny
Suede and Cordura®. Sizes 36 – 47 
Conero
Suede and Cordura®. Sizes 36 – 47
Charmoz
Klett. Sizes 36 – 47
Conero
Suede and Cordura®. Sizes 36 – 47
Forst
Suede and Cordura®. Sizes 36 – 47
Solden
Suede and Cordura®. Sizes 36 – 47
Triolet
Full-grain leather. Sizes 36 – 47

True leather
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Thornproof

Game bag

Cargo pocket

Wear-resistant 
reinforcements

Silent

Easy movements

HUNTING VEST

One of the most popular garments, and part of every hunter’s wardrobe is the hunting vest. Worn on its own or 
beneath a jacket, it provides a full range of movement and a range of storage options with its numerous pockets and 
game bag. Again this year, Beretta offers a wide variety of vest styles, from ultra high-tech (with waterproof lining) to 
traditional. 

On this page you will fi nd the Tuscany Vest for both men and women. Made of double twist cotton gabardine, this vest 
has ten multipurpose pockets, an easy-to-clean, full-zip game bag, game hook, an additional outer convenience pocket 
above the game bag and the removable, right or left “Beretta Recoil Reducer” pad.

He is wearing innovative 3-layer cotton pants made with Windstopper® Soft Shell: an extraordinary barrier against the 
wind, the shell is perfectly waterproof with a comfortable fi t and the comfortable feel of cotton. She is wearing pants 
made of the same fabric of the vest. 

She is wearing:

Women’s Tuscany Vest 
GD3R 1815 75 Sizes S – XXL
Women’s Micropile Shirt
Soft, warm Swisspile® E2 shirt: it 
blocks out the cold and maintains 
body warmth.
LD05 5130 186 Sizes S – XXL
Women’s Tuscany Pant
CD50 1815 15 Sizes 38 – 52

He is wearing:

10 Pockets Tuscany Vest
GU3R 1815 75 Sizes 46 – 72
Sport Classic Button Down Shirt
Light cotton fl annel shirt with 
pocket.
LU77 7695 183 Sizes S-XXXL
GoreTM Windstopper® Cargo Pant
CU78 3144 716 Sizes 46 – 62
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Thornproof

Game bag

Cargo pocket

Wear-resistant 
reinforcements

Silent

Easy movements

Thornproof

Game bag

Wear-resistant 
reinforcements

Silent

MONTERIA AND GUN7: DURABLE COTTON 

Weather permitting it’s great to wear cotton on the hunt or walking through the woods, just like in the old days. These vests and pants offer all the strength of 
the sturdy, double twisted cotton gabardine worn by hunters of the past.

On the left: the Monteria vest. This vest takes its name from the traditional hunting parties of Spain. It has quilted recoil pads, outside loops to hold 12 and 20 
gauge shells, generous front pockets with fl aps, zipper closure and large lined game bag at back. His pants feature multipurpose pockets and front reinforcing 
patches on legs and Beretta custom lining. 

On the right: the Gun7 vest, one of the most popular Beretta garments. It has a removable, right or left “Beretta Recoil Reducer” pad, a gel-tek device that 
signifi cantly reduces the effect of recoil, (while still providing grip). This vest has ample front pockets with cartridge holder and fl ap tabs, a waterproof game bag 
with full-zip opening and Beretta signature logo on back. His pants have four standard pockets, a knife pocket on right leg and bottom cuff zippers.

On the left:

Monteria Vest
GUF8 1815 83 Sizes S – XXXL
PP-Techwool Hunting Sweater
Merino wool knit sweater with 
Dryarn® inside: guarantees 
breathability and heat regulation. 
PU5A 7311 719 Sizes S – XXXL
Beretta Field Pant
CU01 1816 83 Sizes 46 – 62

On the right:

Gun7 Vest 
GUN7 1815 75 Sizes S – XVL
New Mik Jacket
Windstopper® Technical Fleece 
jacket blocks the wind and is 
waterproof, closes with a zipper, 
has a radio pocket, two front 
pockets and a game bag.
P30G 5055 79 Sizes S – XXXL
Winter Cotton Pant
CU59 1816 75 Sizes S – XXXL
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Thornproof

Game bag

Cargo pocket

Wear-resistant 
reinforcements

Silent

Easy movements

GREENSTONE – ASYMMETRICAL COMFORT

The Greenstone vest and pants feature an asymmetrical arrangement of pockets. Made of durable cotton, they are 
perfect for early in the season. The vest has right or left recoil pads with a new rounded shape, zippered safety pocket, 
cartridge pocket with fl ap and buttons on the left. On the right: a pocket for a dog whistle and a waterproof game bag 
on which a second cartridge case with fl ap can be applied. On the back there is a generous, fully lined game bag that 
can be opened all the way for easy cleaning. The pants, too, offer a wide range of detail: elastic waist and pre-formed 
knees, angled front pockets, safety pocket, large zippered pocket on right leg, cargo pocket with fl ap on left leg and two 
rear pockets with zippers.

Greenstone Vest
GUF7 2508 716 Sizes S – XXXL
Greenstone Pant
CUF7 2508 716 Sizes 46 – 62
Classic Half Zip
Lambswool half zipper sweater.
PU95 7361 701 Sizes S - XXXL
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B I G  G A M E

Big game hunting – deer, roebuck, chamois, wild boar and other hoofed animals, is becoming increasingly 

popular with each passing year. Hunting these animals requires patience, discipline and skill. Nothing can be 

left to chance, including the equipment. 

Beretta makes innovative garments specially designed for this sport. Warm, waterproof and silent, these 

garments ensure utmost comfort and safety. They are available in a wide range of specialized types: ultra 

warm for winter hunting, lightweight with interchangeable pieces for long hikes, even scratchproof for fi ghting 

through brambles, some pieces perfectly camoufl aged and others highly visible for safety.

And now Beretta is pleased to offer Steiner binoculars, a leader in optical sighting technology.
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Removable hood

Radio pocket

Security pocket

Thornproof
Beretta Hands-free 
System

Cargo pocket

Wear-resistant 
reinforcements

Waterproof

Windproof

Breathable Easy movements
Adjustable 
windproof cuff

True leather Padded

SCHWARZ WALD – WAITING FOR HOURS WITHOUT FEELING THE COLD

Schwarz Wald is a completely silent, extremely comfortable line designed to keep you warm and dry, for long hours under extreme conditions. The jacket is 
made of a cotton blend treated with Tefl on® making it incredibly tough and long lasting. The Beretta BWB liner and taped seams ensure that the garments are 
perfectly waterproof, while the Beretta BTP padding provides protection against the cold and wind. The material and various construction details of the jacket 
help maintain a comfortable body temperature. Additional features include: weatherproof high collar with micro fl eece lining, hand-warmer pockets with fl eece 
lining positioned low to ensure comfort even when seated, zippered under sleeve opening for ventilation, adjustable cuffs, drawstring waist and wind-proof 
bottom panel. There is a pullout, reversible “orange” hood and Napoleon pocket under the zipper fl ap. The jacket also has a double radio pocket, and generous 
cargo pockets on the front (one being orange with a safety zipper). Inside there is a mesh pocket to hold recoil pads in place, and a detachable Beretta “Hands-
free” shoulder strap. The whole jacket is enhanced with leather trim.

The same construction can be found in the vest with elongated recoil patches and internal mesh pocket to hold recoil pads in place, as well as fl eece lined hand-
warmer pockets, roomy cartridge pockets, adjustable waist and game bag. 

The pants have wear-resistant reinforcements, elastic waist, internal buttons to hold the suspender straps, six pockets and zippered cuffs.

Schwarz Wald Jacket
GU4P 3290 702 Sizes S – XXXL
Schwarz Wald Vest
GU4Q 3290 702 Sizes S – XXXL
Schwarz Wald Pant 
CU1C 3290 702 Sizes S – XXXL

High visibility
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Windproof Breathable Silent Easy movements
Waterproof 
zipper High visibility

SOFT SHELL – HIGH VISIBILITY ONLY WHEN NECESSARY 

Hunt in full safety with this reversible Soft Shell fabric jacket. This breathable, silent, wind-resistant garment features one 
side of orange fabric for safety when you need to be seen by other hunters. The reverse side is a soft green fl eece or 
camoufl age to keep you hidden from view when you don’t want to be seen. It has taped seams, reversible front zipper 
and two front pockets with zipper that can be accessed from both sides. A sleeveless version is also available.

Soft Shell Reversible Jacket 
GU4C 5431 790 Sizes S – XXXL
Finnlight Chaps
Waterproof chaps with elastic 
waist.
CU48 3291 702 Sizes I – II
Padded Nylon Cap
Primaloft® wind-resistant, 
breathable, waterproof cap.
BC23 3015 706 One Size
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Corwool®

Removable hood

Radio pocket Security pocket

Body mapping

Thornproof
Beretta Hands-free 
System

Waterproof

Windproof

Breathable

Silent

Easy movements

Adjustable 
windproof cuff

Waterproof 
zipper Padded High visibility

Seamless

ZERO SEAMS – INFINITE COMFORT

This outfi t, available for both men and women, is for extreme weather, melding tradition with the most advanced high-
tech fabrics. The “seamless” construction makes these garments utterly waterproof and also helps retain body warmth. 
The laminated wool/Cordura® fabric together with the exclusive BTP, Beretta Thermal Padding, creates a durable, 
warm and silent garment. 
The short jacket has a loose fi t that moves with the body, adjustable waist, a high collar with pullout detachable hood 
made of high visibility orange laminated fabric. The jacket with waterproof zipper also features adjustable cuffs, non-
slip shoulder patches, Napoleon pocket with zipper and chest pocket with shell loops. Inside you will fi nd additional 
pockets and the ever-present Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder strap. 
Innovative construction and careful attention to detail is also found in the pants. Made of a durable stretch fabric that 
ensures maximum freedom of movement and reinforced in the areas that are most subject to wear. There is a raised 
waistband in the lumbar area, bottom zipper to make it easier to slip boots on and off, waterproof pockets with 
zippers on the sides, and cargo and knife pockets.

He is wearing:

Zero Seams Jacket Man 
GU4G 6005 700 Sizes S – XXXL 
Zero Seams Pant Man 
CU4G 3005 700 Sizes S – XXXL

She is wearing:

Women’s Zero Seams Jacket
GD8G 6005 700 Sizes S – XXL
Women’s Zero Seams Pant 
CD8G 3005 700 Sizes S – XXL

Combining today’s technology with the values and ex-
perience of the past is the future’s challenge. The result 
is “Corwool®”, a limited series of exclusive textiles that 
combine the well-known properties of pure wool with 
the extraordinary strength and toughness of Cordura®.  
A combination of performance, comfort and thermal 
properties is ensured by using the best characteristics 
of each fi ber.“Corwool®” is always treated with a water-
repellent agent and is manufactured exclusively in Italy 
according to ISO 9001 quality standards.
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DWS – DURABLE, WATERPROOF, SILENT

DWS is a particularly silent line of garments that are waterproof, breathable, and extremely durable. The jacket is 
warm and comfortable, both the collar and hand-warmer pockets are lined with fl eece and offer direct access to the 
waist drawstring. The cuffs are adjustable and the back is longer with drawstring at the bottom for greater warmth. 
The jacket can be zipped open underneath the arms for ventilation and there are “Easy Movement” back vents. Front 
closure with waterproof zipper fl ap helps shed water. It comes with detachable hood and non-slip shoulder patches, 
spacious double-entry front pockets with cartridge holders and magnetic closing fl aps, Napoleon pocket, sleeve 
pockets and inside pockets provide lots of room. Completing the line: a Windstopper® fl eece jacket, pants,   Gore-Tex® 
gloves, a cotton shirt and turtleneck sweater. The DWS line is available in the AP®hd camoufl age and all green versions.

DWS Jacket 
GU6D 2286 75 Sizes S – XXXL
DWS Pant 
CU81 2286 75 Sizes S – XXXL
DWS Gloves 
GL31 2286 75 Sizes S – XXL
Upland Blaze Orange Cap
Logo peak.
BC13 9168 25 One Size

Binoculars

Steiner, a German Beretta Group company specializing in the production 
of professional binoculars, offers a complete range of products developed 
especially for hunting. Steiner Ranger Pro and NightHunter binoculars 
use the Porro prism magnifi cation technology, which guarantees clearer, 
brighter images and the best chromatic detail possible, even in poor lighting. 
Combine that with high-quality optics, precision assembly and their special 
lightweight, easy-to-handle design and these binoculars will be a real surprise, 
particularly in the twilight.

Steiner RANGER Pro 8x56
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FINNLIGHT – LIGHTNESS AND MODULARITY

Designed for easy movement and warmer winter environments, Finnlight is a lightweight outfi t, rich in fi nish details, with an attractive price. The waterproof and 
breathable fabrics with thermo-sealed seams keep the body and pockets dry and are highly resistant to chafi ng in areas subject to wear (shoulders, arms, knees, 
hem). The jacket, which can be mixed and matched with BIS garments, has a preformed, removable hood, fl eece-lined collar, fi ve ample front pockets and
Napoleon pocket under the zipper fl ap. The cuffs are adjustable with Velcro and have internal, stretch fabric storm cuffs and thumb loops. The jacket bottom has 
a drawstring and a generous, washable game bag. The back integrates a practical, extendible, waterproof “Dry Seat” panel that offers further protection when 
sitting on anything wet. 
The pants offer a great fi t with elastic waistband and preformed knees. They have Velcro strips at the ankles, two safety side pockets with zippers and two 
convenient cargo pockets. 
The Safety Hunting Vest, is a lightweight vest that offers one square meter of high-visibility orange in compliance with EN standards. It closes with a zipper, has a 
radio pocket, two roomy cargo pockets on the front and a license ring on the back.

On the left:

DWS Jacket 
GU6D 2286 75 Sizes S – XXXL
Sako rucksack
This 60 liter rucksack has back 
spacer, outside spaces for carrying 
rifl e and binoculars, elastic holding 
straps and cartridge pouch.
BS19 0012 75

On the right:

Finnlight Jacket
GU4T 3291 789 Sizes S – XXXL
Finnlight Pant
CU1E 3291 789 Sizes S – XXXL
Safety Hunting Vest
GU5L 3004 402 Sizes M – L
Waxed Cotton Hat
Waxed cotton peak with 
CoolMax® lining.
BC32 2533 801 One Size
Burris Eurodiamond 1,5x6x40
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REEL’O - LIGHT AND INDESTRUCTIBLE

Made from a mix of hard-wearing cottons, this outfi t has anti-chafi ng inserts 
where you need them most. The durable, breathable fabric is quick-drying. 
The vest has a spacious washable back game bag, two handy front pockets 
with buttons, two internal pockets for the shooting pad and two safety 
pockets with Velcro. The pants have preformed knees and an elastic waist for 
improved comfort, large side pockets, two cargo pockets with fl aps on the 
legs and back safety pockets with zippers.

GREENSTONE LINE

A complete line of cases – extremely lightweight, sturdy and waterproof. 
There are seven cases in total including cases for single shotguns, two 
shotguns, as well as cases for rifl es with and without scopes. They all have 
exclusive Beretta thermoshield gun protection and double density padding 
to fully protect the fi rearms against impact. There is also a wide choice of 
products for carrying ammunition; Cordura® and mesh cartridge belts with 
26 or 28 loops, two cartridge bags and two elastic cartridge pouches that 
can hold eight cartridges or shells. The boots bag and bag with stiff double 
bottom are both lightweight and practical. To complete the line is a large, 
fl ared game bag and a roomy fl at fabric game bag with full-zip opening that 
can be laid fl at to accommodate the day’s game or dirty and wet equipment.

Reel’o Vest
GU4Z 3681 707 Sizes S – XXXL
Reel’o Pant
CU98 3681 707 Sizes S – XXXL
Polar Fleece Hunting Jacket
Soft fl eece jacket with four front 
pockets, inside safety pocket and 
mesh lining.
GU5V 5433 789 Sizes S - XXXL
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WAT E R F OW L E R

In few other hunting sports is the performance of the equipment as important as it in waterfowl hunting. 

Damp and wind are inevitable, rain almost obligatory, ease of movement and a perfectly timed shot a must. 

Successful waterfowl hunters also need to wear camoufl age to stay well hidden from these wild birds with 

their incredibly sharp vision. The Waterfowler line meets these needs with waterproof, camoufl age garments 

with breathable Gore-Tex® linings. 
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XTREMA GEAR - EXTREME COMFORT THAT JUST DOESN’T SHOW

The name Xtrema refl ects the great challenge Beretta took on when creating this line of clothing. Made with 625 den polyester Max4® camoufl age fabric, coated 
with polyurethane, these garments have heat-welded seams and numerous high-tech features such as the double water run-off fl aps to ensure that the garments 
are fully waterproof. Each garment is warm and durable but still allows for ease of movement. Jackets are available in short and long versions, with fl eece collar 
lining and central wedge for added comfort, chest hand-warmer pockets with waterproof zipper with direct access to the waist drawstring, detachable hood and 
non-slip shoulder patches. 
There are pockets with waterproof zippers on sleeves, temperature regulator pit zips, adjustable Velcro cuffs, generous front cartridge pockets with fl ap and 
magnetic snaps. The jackets also have drawstrings at bottom and rear gussets for added freedom of movement.
The line also includes pants, bibs, short Windstopper® jacket, shirt, gloves and a cap, all made of Camoufl age Max4® fabric. Beretta also makes a complete line of 
waterproof Camoufl age Max4® bags and cases. Each and every pocket on these bags has been carefully designed and positioned to make opening and accessing 
them as simple as possible, and these cases even fl oat with a gun inside.
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From left to right:

Dws Interactive Windstopper®

GU6E 5057 77 Sizes S – XXXL
Xtrema Pant
CU85 3160 77 Sizes S – XXXL
Nylon Padded Cap
BC23 3015 706 One Size

Xtrema Jacket
GU8E 3160 77 Sizes S – XXXL
Xtrema Bibs
CU83 3160 77 Sizes S – XXXL
Polartec® Hat
Stretch fl eece hat.
BC25 5435 706 One Size
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V I N TAG E  Y E A R S  1 5 2 6

After fi ve hundred years in business, the Beretta family is able to skillfully blend a respect for tradition and 
craftsmanship with modern tastes and styles. This is where the ‘Vintage Years’ & ‘1526’ collections of garments 
and accessories draw their inspiration.  
Classic garments that do not follow fashion, yet still manage to be fresh, and modern materials that respect 
the great tailoring traditions of the past, each of these jackets is derived from a search through the archives 
and then given a modern twist. Their very names evoke ancient origins: Musoduro, Kingsbridge, Saint Denis.
Whether out hunting or in every-day life, wearing these garments imparts a sense of age-old values, timeless 
style, and an authentic love of the outdoors, values that Beretta still holds strong today.
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ST. JAMES & 1526 – HUNTING IN CASHMERE

A complete line of jackets, vests and breeks for those who enjoy British-style hunting parties and want to dress in the 
traditional hunting style with exclusive fabrics and simple technical elements. 

To the left, the St. James Coat, a wool/cashmere tweed coat with a Beretta BWB (Beretta Waterproof Breathable) 
lining that ensures it is both waterproof and breathable. It has a high, microfi bre-lined collar, adjustable cuffs, hand-
warmer pockets, generous front pockets with fl aps, leather trim and internal elastic cartridge holder plus a large 
game bag. Inside this jacket you will fi nd custom Beretta CoolMax® lining, detachable Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder 
straps and safety pockets. He also wears breeks with buckles under the knees. They are made of tweed that has been 
waterproofed with a BWB lining and heat-formed seams. For the head a classic cap, again in a wool/cashmere blend 
with waterproof, breathable BWB lining. 

To the right an outfi t from the 1526 line made of pure cashmere. The shooting coat is waterproof and has corduroy 
trim and leather inserts. It has chest hand-warmer and large front pockets with fl aps and zipper or button closure, 
hooks to attach gloves, adjustable cuffs and a gusseted back

On the left:

St. James Coat 
GUF4 6362 764 Sizes S – XXXL 
St. James Breeks 
CU36 6362 764 Sizes 46 – 62
St. James Cap 
BC04 6362 764 Sizes S – XXL 

On the right:

Lari 
GU3C 6363 875 Sizes 46 – 62
Larciano
CU95 6363 875 Sizes 46 – 62

Beretta Hands-free 
System

Game bag

Cargo pocket

Waterproof

Windproof

Breathable

Bis: Beretta 
Interactive System

True leather

Silent

Adjustable windproof cuff
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DRIVEN HUNT - THE DICTATES OF TRADITION

Once greetings are dispensed with the hunt leader usually makes a speech 
outlining the few, highly imperative rules.
Then lots are drawn for positions …

A true and proper ritual, the British pheasant or partridge hunt requires 
superb equipment, marvelous pairs of custom-made shotguns, splendid hand 
stitched leather cases, highly prized ebony and rosewood cleaning kits and 
other items which we are proud to continue to offer you.

On the left:

Lari 
GU3C 6363 875 Sizes 46 – 62

In the centre:

Musoduro Jacket
Duca Visconti di Modrone 
moleskin jacket with leather 
trim, detachable inner padding, 
chest pocket and generous front 
gusset pockets, rear game bag and 
detachable Beretta “Hands-free” 
shoulder strap.
GU1I 4400 72 Sizes 46 – 62

Beretta Signature Sport Breeks
Moleskin breeks with buckle 
below the knee and back pocket 
with fl ap and button.
CU36 4400 72 Sizes 46 – 62

A destra:

St. James Coat 
GUF4 6362 764 Sizes S – XXXL 
Position Selector in Brass
OG59 0001 09
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BUTTERO VEST

The Duca Visconti di Modrone corduroy vest, is inspired by the clothes 
of the Butteri – the authentic Italian cowboys still working today in the 
Maremma region – it draws from their wealth of traditions and strong 
culture. The vest is distinguished by the unusual shape of the front pockets 
and the “Maremanna” hand-warmer pockets. Warm and comfortable thanks 
to the Supplex® lining, it also has a large button-closed game bag on the 
back.

Grouse Field Vest
GU9C 4400 72 Sizes S – XXXL
Tattersole Shirt
LU27 7688 582 Sizes S – XXXL
Beretta Signature Sport Breeks
CU36 4400 72 Sizes 46 – 62
St. James Socks 
Knee-high wool socks to be worn 
with garters.
CL40 162 38 Sizes S – L
St. James Garters 
CL01 162 38 Sizes S – L

GROUSE FIELD VEST 

The 12th of August, the “glorious twelve”, is the day anxiously awaited by 
hunters throughout the United Kingdom. This is the day the season opens 
for hunting grouse (lagopide scotium), one of the oldest birds on earth. It is 
hunted in the famous highlands of Scotland and, in the evening, the hunters 
gather to dine on the birds and tell stories of the days hunt. Upon a request 
from our colleagues at the Beretta Gallery in London the Grouse Field Vest 
was created to honor this glorious tradition. It is made of Duca Visconti di 
Modrone moleskin with a Supplex® lining, Alcantara recoil pads and ample 
pockets on the front.

Buttero Vest
GU1V 4880 72 Sizes 46 – 62
Wash and Wear Shirt
LU77 7676 181 Sizes S – XXXL
Beretta Signature Chino Trousers
CU29 4600 72 Sizes 46 – 62
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WOMEN’S DRIVEN HUNT – PRACTICAL, BUT OF COURSE STYLISH 

Once only the birthright of the aristocracy, today hunting is enjoying great growth among women. Statistics show that England has the highest number of female 
hunters. And thus a women’s outfi t for the English hunting party was a must. This is a pure cashmere outfi t with leather trim and silk lining. The jacket has chest 
pockets with a glove hook, and generous front pockets. It closes with a zipper and buttons and has a drawstring at the waist and a gusseted back. A double-
breasted vest and impeccable breeks complete the outfi t.

Cannella
GD1P 6363 874 Sizes 38 – 52
Pepe Breeks
CD49 6363 874 Sizes 38 – 52

Buttero Vest
GU1V 4880 80 Sizes 46 – 62
Wash and Wear Shirt
LU77 7676 182 Sizes S – XXXL
Beretta Classic Trousers
CU30 4600 80 Sizes 46 – 62

Bientina 
Cashmere jacket with leather 
patches and shooting pads.
GU3Z 6363 875 Sizes 46 – 62 
Larciano 
Cashmere breeks with leather 
fi nish details.
CU95 6363 875 Sizes 46 – 62
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To the wonderful hunting dogs in this catalogue and their breeders, we say 
thank-you. The dogs incredible ability to work, their enthusiasm and “will 
to please” was a joy to behold for our entire crew. But above all, they have 
enabled all of us hunters and laymen alike to live and experience the magic 
bond that exists between man, dog and nature, a bond that comes to its 
peak in the hunt.

“We go 
man and dog 
together through the green morning, 
the rousing empty solitude 
where only we exist...
and the age-old friendship, the joy 
of being man and dog
converted into a single animal 
walking along moving 
six legs and a tail 
splashed with dew.”

Pablo Neruda

Women’s Tunnel Pocket Sweater
Women’s lambswool hunting 
sweater with zippered high neck 
lined with bear fi nish warm 
microfl eece. It has cotton twill 
recoil pad and front kangaroo 
pocket.
MD53 7363 701 Sizes S - XXL
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MAREMMANE AND CORBARA – RENEWING TRADITIONS

Hunting of the past has a symbolic image: the Maremma. Faded photographs of Puccini wearing high leather boots as he emerges from the Migliarino have fi xed 
the image of an epoch on paper. Beretta breathes renewed life into these pictures, reinterpreting them. And this process starts with the maremmana, a jacket 
that embodies Italian hunting style. It comes in three versions this year, all with chest hand-warmer pockets and the typical front pocket with buttons and the 
rounded line that follows through to the large fully lined game bag at the back. 

On the left, in Duca Visconti di Modrone moleskin with soft, lightweight, warm Thermore Ecopiuma® padding. It comes in fi ve colors and has a detachable 
Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder strap and the unmistakable bi-swing back zipper. In the background at centre, is the new Maremmana WP, a blend of wool and 
GoreTM technology. Available in wool check or Loden green with leather trim, this jacket is warm, waterproof and breathable thanks to the Gore-Tex® liner and 
Thermore Ecopiuma® padding. In the foreground at centre, is the women’s version, in Duca Visconti di Modrone moleskin, it has a fi tted waist, CoolMax® internal 
lining and removable Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder strap. On the right we fi nd the Corbara jacket inspired by a garment worn by Count Bonzi in a photograph 
from the early 1900s, during a hunting foray. Made of corduroy with Supplex® lining, it has a knit collar, generous front pockets, hand-warmer pockets and a large 
game bag.

On the left:

Maremmana Jacket
GU2E 4400 716 Sizes 46 – 62
Beretta Signature Sport Trousers
Classic moleskin pants.
CU02 4400 716 Sizes 46 – 62

In the centre, in background:

Maremmana WP
GUE5 6362 722 Sizes 46 – 62

In the centre, in foreground:

Maremmana Women’s Jacket 
Moleskin
GD40 4400 83 Sizes 38 – 52
Women’s Moleskin Fuseaux
CD59 4400 83 Sizes 38 – 52

On the right:

Corbara Jacket
GU8C 4880 80 Sizes 46 – 62
Beretta Signature Chino Trousers
Stretch corduroy chino trousers.
CU29 4600 80 Sizes 46 – 62
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              – STYLE AND FUNCTION

B1One is an elegant line of Beretta bags and cases boasting attractive 
designs and innovative technical features. The waterproof, scratchproof 
outers are made of leather and canvas and they acquire an attractive 
vintage look over time. These lightweight easy-to-carry bags have shaped 
handles and removable straps, non-skid patches and durable metal hooks. 
An intelligently designed internal space lets you specifi cally position your 
belongings. Some bags include removable accessories like the boot-carrier 
on the wheeled suitcase. The entire line comes in green or beige and 
includes: three cases, shotgun and rifl e slings, cartridge bags with four, six 
and eight box capacity, cartridge belts with 26 loops for 12 and 20 gauge 
cartridges, belt cartridge pouches, sac de bateau, briefcase, wheeled carry-on 
and wheeled suitcase.

Additional protectionDual density sole
Increased resistance of 
outsole to abrasion

Energy absorption in the 
heel regionWater resistantNatural rubber

BERETTA RUBBER BOOTS

Beretta offers a wide range of stylish natural rubber boots. With double 
density, non-slip soles that increase lateral stability and improve grip, these 
boots also incorporate a special heel system that absorbs impacts, thus 
reducing fatigue. The design of the forefoot and heel protects the foot from 
bumps and uneven terrain. The models differ in type of lining and how they 
close. 
Lario: cotton/poly lining, full boot leg, absorbs moisture produced by the 
foot and reduces rubbing. 
Verbano: cotton/poly lining, full boot leg, an “all terrain” boot.
Braies: neoprene lining, Beretta exclusive Snap-fastening buckle at the calf, 
intended for the winter months.
Benaco: soft full-grain leather lining, full length zipper to make them easy to slip 
on, snap-fastening buckle. Maximum comfort and breathability for the foot.

From top to bottom, left to right:

Benaco 
ST41 0304 75 Sizes 40 – 46
Verbano (on the second step and 
at the bottom right)
ST40 0304 75 Sizes 40 – 46

Braies
ST42 0304 75 Sizes 40 – 46
Lario
ST43  0304 75 Sizes 40 – 46
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Beretta compliments its hunting apparel with a series of truly unique 
accessories and gift items. Steel fl asks covered with fi ne leathers, exclusive 
silk ties, ceramic valet trays depicting hunting scenes, leather license holders 
and stag horn items. Contact your local dealer or come into one of our 
Beretta Galleries and see them for yourself.

On the opposite page left:
He wears

Kingsbridge Jacket
GU8J 6360 767 Sizes S – XXXL
Beretta Signature Sport Trousers
Classic moleskin pants.
CU02 4400 409 Sizes 46 – 62

She wears

Maremmana Women’s Jacket 
Moleskin
GD40 4400 83 Sizes 38 – 52
Women’s Moleskin Fuseaux
CD59 4400 83 Sizes 38 – 52

On the opposite page right:
She wears

Women’s Stretch Corduroy 
Jacket
GD2C 4646 823 Sizes 38-52
Women’s Stretch Corduroy Pant
CD50 4646 823 Sizes 38-52
B1One cartridge bag
BS97 0119 706 
Triolet
Brown 16 cm high boot of 2.4 mm 
full-grain, water-repellent leather 
with Vibram skid-proof sole. 
Sizes 36-47

He wears

Saint Denis Jacket
GU6Z 4400 822 Sizes S – XXXL
Beretta Signature Chino Trousers
Classic stretch corduroy with 
buttoned back pocket.
CU29 4600 72 Sizes 46 – 62
Solden
Brown 12 cm high boot of 1.8 
mm water-repellent suede with 
Vibram skid-proof sole. 
Sizes 36-47
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KINGSBRIDGE – WHEN THE AIR IS BITING

The village of Ken Follet’s imagination and also an important centre of 
commerce in the past, Kingsbridge lies in the south of England facing out 
on the ocean. Here English gentlemen would go hunting wearing garments 
to protect them from the biting winds blowing in off the Atlantic. This new 
tweed jacket takes its inspiration from the jackets they once wore. Warm 
and comfortable, in perfect English style, it has a padded Thermore® lining, 
high knit-lined collar and leather throat latch, four pockets with fl aps, a safety 
pocket on the outside and two on the inside. Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder 
straps and a gusseted back complete the jacket.

SAINT DENIS AND WOMEN’S STRETCH CORDUROY  

This men’s jacket originated in the outskirts of Paris and was worn by French 
gamekeepers in the late 1800s as they served the territory surrounding the 
Saint Denis Abbey. It stands out for the elegant design of the quilted recoil 
pads that extend down into the hand-warmer pockets and continue on to 
the front gusset pockets. Made of Duca Visconti di Modrone moleskin these 
jackets are padded with Thermore® and have a CoolMax® lining. For the 
woman who loves nature and the world of hunting, Beretta offers garments 
with a special fi t like this stretch corduroy outfi t. The 3-button jacket has four 
pockets and leather trim.
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SPARVIERE 2 IN 1 AND WOMEN’S TWEED

Sparviere is the winery in Franciacorta owned by the Beretta family. 
It produces one of the regions best spumante sparkling wines. The men’s 
tweed jacket bearing its name was created to meet the needs of hunters, 
but is perfect for the modern “gentleman farmer”. It is soft but durable and 
has two recoil pads and two back slits. Adding the BIS vest, which comes 
with the jacket, provides extra warmth when needed. For the woman, we 
have a wool/cashmere blend jacket with fi tted waist and four pockets. It is 
extremely warm thanks to the innovative Thermore Ecopiuma® padding and 
yet is still thin and lightweight. It has a mandarin collar, full moleskin edging 
and leather trim.

1526 LEATHER GOODS

This year Beretta is launching a line of prized buffalo skin leather goods. 
Produced using ancient craftsmanship techniques, these bags, cases, cartridge 
belts, cartridge pouches and prized cleaning kits, are splendid when new 
and, with time and use, they acquire a sheen and take on a color that makes 
them even more unique. 

Sparviere 2in1 Jacket 
GU1L 6663 888  Tg 46-62
Beretta Signature Sport Trousers
Classic moleskin pants.
CU02 4400 88 Sizes 46 – 62
St. James Cap
Wool/cashmere cap with BWB 
waterproof lining.
BC04 6360 883 Sizes S - XXXL

Women’s Tweed Jacket
GD4E 6362 884 Sizes 38 – 52
Women’s Moleskin Fuseaux
CD59 4400 716 Sizes 38 – 52
Corviglia boots
Warm, water-repellent nabuk and 
suede boots with lining made of 
Gore-Tex® Duratherm Ultimate 
coupled with wool.
Sizes 36 – 47
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LESTER AND WOMEN’S VINTAGE

An elegant jacket made of Duca Visconti di Modrone corduroy with leather 
trim takes its inspiration from British colonial fashions once popular in 
India. The Thermore® padding and CoolMax® lining make it warm and 
comfortable, it also has a detachable Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder strap. 
She is wearing a short cotton canvas jacket with fi tted waist, four pockets 
with fl aps, frogs on the shoulders and four buttons on the cuffs.

Above is a selection of wines from the Aziende Agricole Gussalli Beretta winery. 
From the left:

Ghiaiolo
Sauvignon Blanc I.G.T. Colli Aprutini
Az. Agr. Orlandi Contucci Ponno

Franciacorta D.O.C.G. Extra Brut 
Az. Agr. Lo Sparviere

Poggio Selvale Chianti Classico D.O.C.G. 
Az. Agr. Castello di Radda

Riserva Montepulciano d’Abruzzo D.O.C.G. 
Colline Teramane 
Az. Agr. Orlandi Contucci Ponno

He is wearing:

Lester Jacket
GU7W 4880 72 Sizes S – XXXL
Beretta Signature Sport Trousers
CU02 4400 82 Sizes 46 – 62

She is wearing:

Women’s Vintage Jacket
GD3C 1815 75 Sizes 38 – 52
Women’s Tuscany Pant
CD59 1815 75 Sizes 38 – 52
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DAMASK STEEL KNIVES 1526

Through collaboration with the designer and master cutler Francesco Pachì, Beretta is proud to offer this limited edition pair of damask steel knives. 
This pair of hunting knives, is entirely hand-made of damask steel and prized briar root. A drop point line, a fi xed blade and a “lockback” folding blade with semi-
concave razor-like grinding and removable bolsters, again in damask stainless steel, characterize them. The exclusive design, the superb materials and the attention 
to details make these truly a one-of-a-kind luxury item. Damask steel is produced using several layers of steel, each with different carbon content. Hammering 
and folding of the initial bar creates a bar with thousands of layers and it is this bar that is then forged into the blade. Each set is a unique work of art, the 
pattern formed by the unique warp of the steel being clearly visible. The most demanding collectors can match these prestigious items with their SO10 shotgun, 
replicating on the knives the incisions made on their shotgun cases.

PREMIUM CASE AND CLEANING KIT

To preserve and maintain fi ne shotguns, Beretta offers a series of leather 
cases with velvet lining made by expert leather craftsmen. In this image we 
see case for an O/U shotgun with 76 cm barrel plus a pair of extra barrels. 
This case comes with a cleaning kit that includes: two oil jars, one pair of snap 
caps, three screwdrivers with rosewood handles and rosewood cleaning rods 
with three brushes. It comes in two versions, for cal. 12 or cal. 20.

Premium case for O/U shotgun
VV55 0020 0088
Premium cleaning kit for O/U shotgun
VV01 0020 89 (cal. 12)
VV02 0020 89 (cal. 20)
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BERETTA SHIRTS

Each year the Beretta hunter can choose from a wide range of shirts. 
This year there are eleven styles in more than 40 colors, from solids to 
camoufl age, covering the whole range of plaids and checks. The best pure 
cotton yarns are used to create cool, traditional poplin, oxford and fl annel 
shirts. Those who want something practical will chose our wash & wear 
cotton, those wanting protection and scratch resistance will choose the 
canvas with fl annel lining. And fi nally, for days that are bitter cold, we have 
shirts made of Swisspile® E2 and Microfl eece (120 gram weight), able to 
create a cushion of air around the body to insulate it from the cold and help 
maintain body warmth.

Tattersole Shirt
Light fl annel shirt with pocket.
LU27 7688 582 Sizes S – XXXL

PP-TECHWOOL HUNTING SWEATER

In another example of the perfect melding of tradition and innovation, wool 
meets Dryarn® and a very attractive, durable sweater is born. 
A special double needle-bar process couples the outside wool shell with the 
exceptional heat regulation and breathability of polypropylene. It keeps the 
body warm and dry during long marches and when hide hunting. 
The garment dries quickly, holds its shape and does not shrink.

PP-Techwool Hunting Sweater
PU5A 7311 719 Sizes S - XXXl

Thermal control
Moisture 
management

Breathable Silent
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Security pocket

Beretta Hands-free 
System

Game bag

Cargo pocket

Windproof

Silent

Padded

True leather

Beretta Hands-free 
System

Breathable

Padded

Adjustable 
windproof cuff

MUSODURO

“There’s a subtle connection between the man of the woods and nature, a 
fi ne line along which intuition, energy, wisdom and passion run.” 
So said Musoduro, a hunter and outlaw of the 1930s, who was made famous 
in a novel by Luigi Ugolini, and again in 1954 when the novel was made 
into a fi lm directed by Bennati. Beretta looks anew at his jacket, worn by 
the model on the left. Made of Duca Visconti di Modrone moleskin with 
detachable internal lining, this garment has leather buttons and trim, chest 
pocket and two ample gusset pockets at the front, a game bag at the back 
and the removable Beretta “Hands-free” shoulder straps. The classic-cut 
pants are made of the same fabric.

CIMA 12

In the Veneto region of northern Italy we fi nd the Altipiano dei Sette 
Comuni, an area where nobles usually went hunting in the late 1800s. 
The jacket in the picture to the right is inspired by the hunting estates of the 
Aristocracy and takes its name from the 2300 meter-high peak so named 
because it casts a shadow over the underlying towns at noon. Made of 
cotton with a Beretta check lining, it has a detachable, padded chemisette, 
corduroy collar and cuffs, safety pockets and detachable Beretta “Hands-free” 
shoulder straps. The jacket has a simple charm with the unusual line of the 
front pockets with asymmetrical fl aps.

On the left:

Musoduro Jacket
GU1L 4400 83 Sizes 46 - 62
Beretta Signature Sport Trousers
CU02 4400 83 Sizes 46 - 62

On the right:

Cima 12 Jacket 
GU8W 2508 716 Sizes S – XXXL
Greenstone Pant
CUF7 2508 716 Sizes 46 - 62
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FOR USA ONLY: 
THE WORLD OF BERETTA DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR.

The Beretta lifestyle catalog.
It’s like mail-ordering an exciting adventure.
Have the Beretta lifestyle delivered to your door 
by calling toll-free 1-800-929-2901.
To start shopping today, visit berettausa.com

The pictures in this catalogue were taken at ”La Stoppa”, a splendid hunting retreat in Val Trebbiola, a little over an 
hour’s drive from Milan. Lead by the untiring team of Montefeltro, we saw grey partridges, pheasants, red partridges, 
hare, ducks and even two deer and one boar. We thank all those who helped create this catalogue:
Toni and his colleagues, Marina, Piero, Gianni and Samuele, for their incredible helpfulness and for having posed for this 
catalogue.
Elena Pantaleoni for having welcomed us to the family vineyard and Carla, an impeccable guest who turns out 
exquisite apple cakes.
Thanks, above all to Aldo, Cinzia, Claudio, Federica, Nicola, Roberta, Piernicola, Silvia, Simone and Stefano, real hunters 
who enthusiastically agreed to model for this catalogue.
We also thank the breeders of the splendid dogs depicted on these pages:
- for the Brittany, the Irish Setters and the Italian Hounds: Enrico Arbasi – Maleo (LO)
- for the English Setters: Montefeltro – Urbino (PU)
- for the Golden Retrievers: Erica Recchia – Milano (MI)
- for the Kurzhaars: Stefano Panerai – Montecarelli (FI)
- for the Labrador Retrievers: Cinzia Sgorbati – Dolphingham (BS)
- for the Pointers: Giannino Gatti – Irac del Nocino (PV)
- for the Spinone: Fabio – Popo della Becca (PV)

Co-ordination: Beretta Marketing
Brand Consultants: Eveland & Partners – Boston (USA)
Photography: Marcos Furer – Cordoba (AR)
Production: Giorgio Repossi - Milan
Styling: Peter Cardona - Milan
Location: Azienda Faunistico Venatoria La Stoppa – Ancarano di Rivergaro (PC)
Graphics and printing: Reprodue - Intese Grafi che - Brescia
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